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Introduction for Teachers

T

he purpose of this teaching guide is to provide teachers with a plan for teaching a quality Bible lesson while
helping participants improve their English language skills. Use of this material is suggested for International
Sunday School classes or any Bible study group taught at a Basic English level.
The Teaching Guide begins with listings of the Lesson Focus, Focal/Background Text, and Memory Verse, all
of which provide the premise for the lesson. This information is followed by a teaching plan under headings of
Connect with Life, Guide the Study, and Encourage Application. At the end of each lesson, Supplemental Teaching
Ideas are provided under those same headings. As the teacher, you may pick and choose from these helps to use along
with the student’s Study Guide to fit the lesson to your class members’ abilities and needs.
The Bible text printed in the lesson material is from the NEW LIFE Version of the Bible (NLV), an
inexpensive translation (not a paraphrase) which uses only an 850-word vocabulary. The NLV is available from
Christian Literature International, P. O. Box 777, Canby, Oregon 97013; e-mail christian@canby.com; telephone
(orders only) 1-800-324-9734.
The NLV Bible often uses simplified phrases to express terms generally familiar to anyone raised in a
Christian environment. In the Teaching Guide, these terms will usually be expressed using the NLV terminology,
followed by the more common term in parentheses; for example, “proud religious lawkeeper (Pharisee)” or “early
preacher (prophet).” The teacher has the option of using the NLV term for new Christians or beginning students, or the
common term where it will be better understood and less cumbersome in teaching. Once a word or phrase has been
introduced in the Word List or teaching procedures, however, the familiar expression may be used to help students add
it to their vocabulary.
Prayer is sometimes specifically suggested in the teaching procedures. It should be an integral part of your
lesson plan. Use your own judgment as to where it best fits into the teaching session.
The writers and editors wish you success and give you prayerful support in your teaching of this Adult Bible
Study in Simplified English.

Adult Bible Study in Simplified English is published by the Baptist General Convention of
Texas and follows the same curriculum plan as the Bible Study for Texas materials, but has
no Texas emphasis. Teachers may wish to purchase Bible Study for Texas lesson comments
and teaching guides as additional resources. These may be ordered through your church or
directly from the Sunday School/Discipleship Division, Baptist General Convention of
Texas, 333 North Washington, Dallas, TX 75246-1798, e-mail baptistway@bgct.org;
FAX 214-828-5187; or toll-free telephone 1-800-355-5285.

About the Writer
Bob Coder is retired and lives in Dallas, Texas. His wife, Lenora, died in November 2009. Bob is a member of the
First Baptist Church of Richardson where he is co-director of a senior adult class. Bob has previously written
teaching procedures for youth Sunday School lessons. After taking early retirement, he and his wife served for
three short-term mission assignments in Zimbabwe, Africa and London, England. Since returning from the mission
field, Bob has written several previous Teaching Guides for this Adult Bible Study in Simplified English
curriculum.
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Suggestions for Teaching
General Suggestions for Teaching Simplified
English Audiences
1. Provide language edition Bibles so students can
read the focal passage in their native languages.
2. Beginning students may require three sessions
to complete one lesson.
3. Review the Word List before beginning the study.
Provide Study Guide pages for class to keep
vocabulary studies in their notebooks.
4. Prepare 9-12 core sentences which tell the most
important part of the Bible focal text. Illustrate each
sentence with stick figures and symbols in picture
sequence form (see details below).
5. Prepare lesson outlines or written materials
before class—make your own cling sheets by
cutting apart white plastic garbage bags and writing
on them with markers. The plastic bags will cling to
the wall.
Bible Comments/Focal Text
1. Help students hear English and practice their
pronunciation by modeling phrases and sentence.
Allow the entire class to repeat. Be consistent with
stress and intonation. Speak naturally.
2. Allow individual students to read a sentence or
paragraph at a time. For further practice, ask
students to tell sections from Bible comments in
their own words.
3. When time allows, pairs may read the lesson
again to each other.
4. Class may close books and listen as a native
speaker reads the section again.
5. Discuss lesson using “Things to Think About.”
Memory Verse
1. Challenge class members to say the Memory
Verse several times each day.
2. Provide blank paper for students to write Memory
Verses.
3. Write phrases or individual words on separate
pieces of paper. Give to students to place in order.
4. Write entire verse on board. Read in unison.
Erase key words a few at a time. Recite until entire
verse is erased and class can repeat by memory.
5. Make a symbol for each word or phrase of the
verse.

6. Use the symbols as a reminder for saying the
verse.
Picture Sequencing (Lipson Method)
This method is especially suited for teaching
beginners. It consists of a series of pictures with
accompanying sentences that tell a story. It may be
used solely for oral production (using pictures
alone) or for integrated skills (engaging students in
reading and writing the story).
You may use real pictures, videotape, pictures that
are professionally drawn, or stick figures
Other benefits include the following:
1. Relaxed, low-anxiety atmosphere as students
focus on the pictures and create their own
sentences to tell the story
Focus on fluency, not just accuracy
Focus on a message or task rather than form or
grammar
Minimal error-correction as students tell the story
2. Pictures (even stick figures) convey meaning in
every language.
3. The same set of pictures can be used with more
than one level of students by making the sentences
easier or more difficult.
4. The use of pictures helps students learn the
language in “chunks” rather than words in isolation.
5. The only item needed is a piece of chalk—or a
marker, if using a cling sheet or overhead
transparency.
Preparation
1. Put a story into sentences that are suitable for
the level of your students. Try to tell the story with a
maximum of ten sentences. For low beginners,
choose the simplest and fewest words possible.
Keep sentences in their most basic form, so
students can combine sentences later.
2. Draw simple pictures or stick figures to illustrate
key points in the story. These serve as prompts for
the telling of the story. Other drawing tips:
An “x” in a small square beside a picture
enables you to cue for a negative as you tell the
story.
Direct quotations may be indicated with a
cartoon-type bubble.
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Suggestions for Teaching
Procedure
1. Introduce the story by following your prepared
script of sentences (for consistency) and pointing to
the pictures as you speak. This will give students
the main idea and help them think in chunks of
language (as in real-life language use).
2. Introduce the new words as you again reference
the pictures. Use props and/or dramatization as
needed to establish understanding. Work on
individual sounds and word stress as students
repeat new words.
3. Lead students in repetition of the story, one
sentence at a time, working on sentence stress and
intonation.
4. Lead the class in one more repetition of the story
(going straight through and continuing to refer to
the pictures throughout the story).
5. Ask the class to tell you the story as you cue the
story sequence by pointing to the pictures. (You
become “stage prompter” at this point.)
6. Then ask for a single volunteer to tell the story.
(This may open the door for several more proficient
students to use what they know.)
7. Divide the class into small groups of 3-5 students
to give each person practice in telling the story.
(Inevitably, the most eager student will go first,
followed by another “semi”-eager student. By the
time it is the least proficient student’s turn, he/she
will have learned a lot by listening, will have
observed a good model at least a couple of times,
and will have bolstered courage for risk-taking.)
8. Follow with questions to review story (begin by
naming the setting, the characters, etc.—easy
questions).
9. Conclude with life application questions that
require some thought and give students opportunity
to express opinion, emotion, and their own ideas.
Lesson Expansion
If the setting and circumstances permit, use these
ideas:
—Sequencing pictures (a set for each pair of
students) while listening to you or to a taped voice
tell the story
—Picture sequencing without hearing the story told
—Matching pictures and sentences
—Scrambled sentences to arrange in order (writing
numbers or letters in front of sentences to show
sequence; cutting up sentences and moving around
to position correct order)

—Strip story (cutting up sentences, issuing one
strip per student, asking students to arrange
themselves in order, having them retell the story by
contributing the portion on their paper strip)
—Cloze (supplying a written copy with every nth
word blank; students work in pairs to fill in the
missing words)
—Dictation (teacher or student telling the story
while students write what they hear)
—Provide a copy of the sentences for each
student. Ask that they read the story to a partner.
—Ask students to write the story in their own
words.
Bible passage as content for reading
Procedure
1. Tell the parable or story using pictures. Use
animation and simple sentences.
2. Ask questions about the main idea of the story.
3. Read story aloud while students follow along and
underline unknown words. Go over the meaning of
these words with the whole class.
4. Intermediate or advanced students: Have
students read silently a second time to look for
answers to two or three questions about details that
you have written on the board. Ask students to
discuss their answers with a partner. Then go over
answers with the whole class.
5. Beginning or low-intermediate students: Read
story again and ask students to repeat it with you
line by line.
6. Invite the class to read the story with you in
unison.
7. Ask pairs to read the story to each other.
8. Ask for volunteers to tell the story in their own
words.
9. Make drawings large enough for the back row to
see.
10. Select a list of new words in the story—
unfamiliar words that the students would not likely
be able to figure out from context (generally 8-10
new words per lesson).
11. List the new words in categories: verbs, nouns,
adjectives, adverbs. When listing verbs, you may
write both simple present and past tense forms
(e.g., eat/ate, walk/walked). Basic beginners would
do well to tell the story in present tense, but high
beginners could work in present tense, then retell
the story in past tense.
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Suggestions for Teaching
Checklist for Successful Classrooms
Right Kind of Input
1. New language in every lesson
2. Input that is slightly above the students' current
level of proficiency
3. Content relevant to the students' real-life needs
and interests
4. Language learned in meaningful chunks, not
words in isolation
5. Comprehensibility achieved by use of the
following:
—Realia or authentic materials
—Simplified language (rephrasing, repeating,
clear enunciation)
—Demonstration and multiple examples rather
than explanation
—Lots of gestures and nonverbal language
Low Anxiety Environment
Students should not be afraid to make mistakes or
take risks in language learning. The following
factors contribute to a relaxed and comfortable
atmosphere and build a sense of community:
—Personally greeting and bidding farewell to
students
—Sincere and frequent affirmation
—Minimal error correction from the teacher
—Frequent reference to the culture(s) of the
students
—Smiles and laughter that are commonplace
—Connecting with students through eye contact
and positioning yourself on students’ eye level
—Calling students by name
Checklist for Real-Life Interaction
1. Pace activities with a balance of noisy/quiet and
still/active
2. Attention to different learning styles (visual,
auditory, tactile, kinesthetic)
3. Variety in grouping (predominately pairs and
small groups of three or five; using whole class in
initial presentation and again for feedback and wrap
-up at the end)
4. A focus on a task or message rather than form
(grammar)
5. Provision for all four skills (listening, speaking,
reading, writing)
6. Avoidance of questions for which answers are
known
7. Use of information gap activity in which partners

have different pieces of information and must ask
each other questions in order to fill in their gaps of
understanding
8. Other useful activities: surveys, interviews, roleplay, problem-solving, and interactive games
9. Review previous material.
___________________________
Some suggestions based on material developed
for the EFL Training Manual—Beyond our
Borders.

Online Resources
and Study Helps


EasyEnglish is a form of simple
English developed by Wycliffe
Associates (UK). Their website:
(www.easyenglish.info) contains Bible
commentaries, Bible translations, Bible
studies, and other materials written in
simple English. They are free for you to
download and use.



Use the following free helps: Additional
adult Bible study comments by Dr. Jim
Denison, “Teaching Plans,” and
“Teaching Resource Items” available
for each lesson online at
www.baptistwaypress.org.



Additional teaching help is provided in
the Internet edition of the Baptist
Standard www.baptiststandard.com. Go
to the website, then to Departments,
then Bible Study.
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 1: Get Together

Lesson Focus
Christians who argue and cause trouble in the church are
not being true to the cause of Christ. They are like little
children who fight among themselves.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 1:1-17; 3:1-4

Memory Verse
“…I ask you with all my heart in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ to agree among yourselves.”
(1 Corinthians 1:10)

Connect with Life
1. Advise the class to think of a group of small children

playing a game. Explain that the children cannot agree
on the rules of the game. Describe how they argue and
fuss over how to play the game even though none of
them really knows the rules. Suggest that a mother or
father will have to help them understand the rules and
play the game. Say: In today’s lesson, Paul faced a
situation in which some Christian adults were acting like
little children arguing over the rules of a game.
2. Introduce briefly the new unit of study for this quarter
from two of Paul’s letters to the churches in the city of
Corinth. Relate that we will first study six lessons from 1
Corinthians and will then study seven lessons from 2
Corinthians. Point out that we will learn from Paul how
to be patient and understanding of other Christians who
love God but may think and act differently than we do.

Guide the Study
3. First, call attention to the introduction on the first page
of the first lesson of the study guide. Note the use of the
words Church and church and use the Word List to
explain the difference between the two. Read the first
five sentences of the introduction describing the Church
(all Christians). Pause and point out that the lesson
writer begins here to tell about her local church (with a
small c). Then finish reading the rest of the introduction.

4. Refer to the first part of the Bible text, beginning with
1 Corinthians 1:1. Observe that the text is a letter Paul
wrote to the churches in the city of Corinth. Mention
that:
 Paul had started these churches while on his second
missionary journey
 Paul began his letter in the way letters were written
in that day by first identifying himself as the sender
of the letter. Note also how Paul reminded the
Corinthians that he is “chosen by God to be a
missionary of Jesus Christ.” Let someone read
1 Corinthians 1:1-3 from the Bible text. Use the first
paragraph of “Start Together” for comments on
these verses.
5. Ask a class member to read 1 Corinthians 1:4-9 from
the Bible text. Call attention to the way in which Paul
began by saying some very nice things about the
Corinthian church members. Use the last three
paragraphs of “Start Together” for additional comments.
As a part of these comments, introduce the words united
and blessing from the Word List. Explain that the United
States is 50 states united as one nation. Likewise, further
describe a blessing as a special favor given by God.
6. First, use the Word List to define the word brag. Then
inform the class that you will read the next part of the
Bible text, 1 Corinthians 1:10-17. Ask them to follow
along as you read and to listen for what Paul had heard
was happening in the Corinthian churches. After the
reading, invite someone to tell what Paul’s concerns
were - what he feared was happening in the Corinthian
churches. Bring out that Paul could see how the churches
were becoming divided and troubled. Choose a class
member to read to the class the comments under “Agree
Together” in the study guide.

Encourage Application
7. Refer to “Things to Think About” in the study guide.
Advise class members to focus on question #3 at this
time. Ask the question and allow willing class members
time to respond. Lead them to the answer that Jesus
Christ is the Leader of the Church and it is only through
Him that churches around the world can be united
together as one Church.

CORINTHIAN LETTERS • Unit 1 • Lesson 1: Get Together
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Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life

wealth, the city became known for its evil and sinful
lifestyle.

♦ Invite a female class member to act as if she is holding
a baby and talking to it to keep the baby from crying.
Note how she comforts the child by using baby talk.
Then engage a male class member in a conversation as
adults about business or current events. Comment on the
difference between how we talk to babies or children as
compared to the way we speak to other adults. Suggest
that when we first become Christians we are like babies
learning new things. Then we grow in our faith, as
children grow in their bodies, until we become fullgrown Christians. Say: In today’s lesson, we will
learn about a letter Paul wrote to the Christians in
the churches at Corinth. In this letter, Paul told the
people in the churches of Corinth that they are still
acting like “baby Christians.”

♦ Suggest to the class that the Memory Verse for this
lesson should be very easy to learn. Write the verse on
the board, leaving a small gap between each phrase.
Then lead the class in reading the verse, phrase by
phrase, two or three times. Finally, erase one phrase at a
time until the class can say the entire verse from
memory.

♦ Provide a map of Paul’s journeys. If a large map is
not available, perhaps you can copy and enlarge one
from a Bible atlas, the atlas section at the back of
your Bible, or the one on this page. Locate Corinth
on the isthmus of Greece. Describe how ships could
dock on either side of Corinth. Tell how the cargo of
these ships—or even entire smaller ships—could
then be moved across that narrow strip of land to the
other side. Explain that by doing this, the ships could
avoid going around the southern tip of Greece and
the dangerous waters of the Mediterranean Sea. Also
on the map, locate Ephesus near the west coast of
Turkey. Observe that Paul was in Ephesus when he
wrote this letter to the Corinthians.

Guide the Study
♦ Call attention to the title and three subtitles of this
lesson, all of which include the word “together.”
Relate this to the word united which is defined in the
Word List. Explain that both of these words basically
mean “acting as one.” State that in his letter to the
churches in Corinth, Paul wanted the people to work
together to honor Jesus, not Paul or Peter or any the
other teachers and leaders. Consider writing the
lesson title on the board with the subtitles listed
under it as an outline of the lesson.
♦ Provide a brief history of the city of Corinth.
Observe that it was a large and important city in the
country of Greece. Located on a narrow strip of land
between two seaports, it became an important trade
center for the Roman Empire. Because of its great

CORINTHIAN LETTERS • Unit 1 • Lesson 2: Living Morally in an Immoral World
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 2: Living Morally in an Immoral World

Lesson Focus

Guide the Study

A church is to be a community of people who follow the
rules for moral living in spite of the immoral behavior of
people in the world around them.

3. Let someone read 1 Corinthians 5:1-2 from the Bible
text. Suggest that the father in this story was perhaps an
older man who had a young wife about the same age as
his son. Then read or relate the comments under “Family
Doing What?” from the study guide. Emphasize that this
thing was so evil that even people who were not
Christians would not allow it.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 5:1-13

Memory Verse
“…Christ made us right with God and set us apart for
God and made us holy. Christ bought us with His blood
and made us free from our sins.” (1 Corinthians 1:30b)

Connect with Life
1. Write the lesson title on the board. Underline the word
“moral” in the words morally and immoral. Question the
class as to what the word moral means. Develop the idea
that to be moral means to be good or right and not wrong
or bad. Compare this to morally, the adjective form of
the word, in the Word List. Read the definition with
emphasis on the phrase “in a way that is…” Then write
the word immoral on the board. Explain that the “im” at
the beginning of the word means “not,” so that immoral
means not moral. Follow by reading the Word List
definition of immoral. Say: Let’s look at the lesson now
and see what Paul had to say about how to “Live
Morally in an Immoral World.”
2. Ask a class member to read the introduction at the
beginning of today’s study guide. Comment that most of
us, as Christians, try to live morally meaning in a way
that is good and right and pleasing to God. Say: But
sometimes people who say they are Christians keep on
sinning. They are immoral and do things that hurt the
church. Ask who else might be hurt when those who call
themselves Christians choose to continue to act in
immoral ways. Repeat the question at the end of the
introduction. Remark that Paul had some very strong
words about such a situation in his first letter to the
Corinthians.

4. Before moving to the next group of verses, introduce
the words defend, Passover, and toxic from the Word
List. Then note the use of that last word in the next
subtitle, “Toxic: Be Very Careful.” Remark that
anything toxic is very dangerous and should be handled
with great care. Say: In this next group of verses, Paul
talks about the toxic situation in a Corinthian church.
Call on a class member to read verses 2-5 from the Bible
text. Then relate the lesson writer’s story as told in the
first paragraph of “Toxic: Be Very Careful” in the study
guide. Assert that such situations are hard on everyone.
Ask: What, then, should we do when someone in the
church is found to be so deep into sin? Request a class
member to read Paul’s answer in verses 7-8 of the Bible
text. Following that, advise the class to follow along as
you read beginning with the second paragraph of this
section.
5. Refer back to the lesson title, “Live Morally in an
Immoral World.” Emphasize that Paul was writing his
letter to Christians. Say: He makes this very clear in the
last part of our Bible text. Instruct the class to follow
along as you read 1 Corinthians 5:9-13. If time permits,
allow two class members to read portions of “Acting
God’s Way,” one reading the first two paragraphs and
the other reading the last two paragraphs. Otherwise, just
summarize the main points of that section yourself.

Encourage Application
6. Direct the class to look at the questions under “Things
to Think About” in the study guide. Read, or let a class
member read, each question. Rephrase the question,
explain it, or offer your thoughts, but try to involve the
class as much as possible. For example, with the first
question, remind the class that the word brag was in last
week’s Word List. Review the meaning of the word and

CORINTHIAN LETTERS • Unit 1 • Lesson 2: Living Morally in an Immoral World

suggest that it is okay to say nice things (brag a little)
about your church so long as you don’t say bad things
about someone else’s church. Focus on question #6 and
emphasize the need for people in the church, those who
put their trust in Jesus, to “Live Morally in an Immoral
World.”

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Display a chart of synonyms for the words “moral” and
“immoral,” as follows:

Morality
Immoral

Moral

Bad

Good

Wrong

Right

Sinful

Godly

Unjust

Just

Evil

Pure

Wicked

Upright

Dirty

Clean

Unfair

Fair

Dishonest

Honest

Place the chart on a focal wall or copy and cut this chart
to give to each student and refer to it during your
discussion of the words in Step 1.
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Guide the Study
♦ Bring to class in a baggie or sealed pouch a slice of

bread and a cracker or wafer. Use these to illustrate the
difference between the bread which is leavened (made
with yeast to make it rise) and the cracker or wafer made
without yeast, or unleavened. Explain that this is what
Paul is talking about in 1 Corinthians 5:6-8.
♦ Refer to the Memory Verse printed in the study guide.
Mention that this verse is not part of today’s Bible text
but that it does come from Paul’s first letter to the
Corinthian church that we are studying this quarter.
Permit a class member to read the verse aloud. Point out
that the first sentence names three things Christ did for
us as Christians.
Write on the board that Christ:
(1) made us right with God
(2) set us apart for God
(3) made us holy.
Let a class member read the last sentence of the verse.
Ask: Because Jesus “made us free from our sins,” does
that mean it is right for us go on sinning so God will
keep on forgiving those sins?
Say: Of course not! Paul said in 1 Corinthians
5:7:“Clean out the old yeast. Then you will be new
bread with none of the old yeast in you.” Explain that
the yeast he is talking about is sin so Christians should,
in the power of the Holy Spirit, make it a goal to remove
sin from their lives and from their churches. Sin no
longer has the power it had before Christ freed us.
♦ Explain that for hundreds of years before the days of
packaged yeast bought at the supermarket, people made
bread using a “starter.” This starter was made by mixing
a batter of warm water and flour, then letting it sit at
room temperature for several days and adding a little
flour and water every day until it produced wild yeast. A
little of this starter yeast could then be used or shared
with friends to make a variety of sourdough breads. Such
a process was how leavened bread was made in Bible
times. Observe that leavened bread is simply bread with
yeast in the dough to make it rise, or puff up. Point out
how easily a little yeast makes the whole bread rise and
how that relates to the spread of sin in a church.

CORINTHIAN LETTERS • Unit 1 • Lesson 3: Be Christian Whether Married or Single
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 3: Be Christian Whether Married or Single

Lesson Focus

Guide the Study

Whether married or single, Christians are to live in ways
that please the Lord.

3. Read the first part of the text, 1 Corinthians 7:1-9, as
the class follows in the study guide. Refer to the
questions asked in the first paragraph under “To have
and to Hold” in the study guide. Suggest that the
Corinthians’ concerns seemed to focus on the question
that, “As a Christian, is it better to be married or single?”
Observe that Paul sometimes seemed to be against
marriage, but that was not the case. Say: Paul felt that to
be single was right for him. He was glad that he could
do God’s will and not be tied down by a wife and family.
At the same time he knew that God’s plan was for a man
and woman to come together in marriage and have
children. (note that you may need to explain the
expression “tied down”) State that it is therefore good
for some to be single and for others to be married, each
according to God’s will.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 7:1-17, 25-35

Memory Verse
“While you live in this world, live as if the world has no
hold on you. The way of this world will soon be
gone.” (1 Corinthians 7:31)

Connect with Life
1. Say: Let’s begin today with the questions under
“Things to Think About” in the study guide. Comment
that we usually don’t ask ourselves these questions until
after the lesson or at home, but today the questions are a
good way to begin the lesson. Read and then discuss the
questions one at a time. Emphasize that question #1 has
to do with someone who has not yet married; that is,
would it be better to remain single and deal with
problems yourself or get married and work through your
troubles together? For question #4, introduce the word
focus from the Word List in the study guide. Stress that,
as Christians, we should focus our minds on serving
God.
2. Observe how the lesson writer, in the opening
paragraph of the study guide, repeats her wedding vows
when she and her husband married some 32 years
earlier. Remark that before that she was single. Say:
Now she and her husband give each other advice and
each of them encourages the other as they go through
life. Refer to the Word List and further define the words
in bold type as needed.
NOTE: Because of the lengthy Bible text in this lesson,
it is recommended that the teacher or someone else who
reads well does all of the reading of the Bible text.

4. Move to the next study guide section, “Until Death Do
Us Part.” Tie this back to your earlier discussion in Step
#2 of the lesson writer’s marriage vows that end with the
words of the above subtitle. Again, with class members
following the words in the Bible text, read 1 Corinthians
7:10-17. State that Paul clearly believed a husband and
wife should remain married for life. Observe that in
verses 13-14, Paul tells us that a Christian husband or
wife can somehow make it better for the wife or husband
who is not a Christian. Emphasize that this also keeps
their children from being unclean because of sin which
seems to mean that they will be protected from the
problems that can happen in a home where sin has the
power. Finally, use the lesson writer’s story in the last
paragraph under “Until Death Do Us Part” as a real-life
example of how a Christian husband or wife can lead the
non-Christian wife or husband to trust in Jesus (see
verses 17-18).
5. Read the final part of today’s Bible text, verses 25-35.
Explain that Paul realized he had a special calling and a
special gift to do God’s work as a single person. State
that he knew, though, that not everyone had that gift.
Point out that marriage, too, is a gift of God. Emphasize
that Paul’s thinking was that, whether single or married,
we should focus on telling the world about Jesus. Lastly,
request a class member to read the comments under
“Single-Minded Love for God” from the study guide.
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Encourage Application
6. Say: Paul felt a strong need for every Christian to
reach out to those who did not know about Jesus. For
some reason, he felt that there was very little time to do
that. That was about 2,000 years ago. There are millions of
people today who do not trust in Jesus. There are millions
of people today who have not even heard of Jesus.
Ask: Should we not feel as strongly as Paul the need to
tell everyone how to have life that lasts forever with
Jesus?
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Paul thought a Christian married to a person who
was not a Christian should remain married to that
person. Why did he think this was a good thing to
do?
(See 1 Corinthians 7:16 in the Bible text.)
 Paul’s letter to the Corinthians was written in the
first century. We live in the twenty-first century.
How has life changed from then until now? Why do
Paul’s words still apply to us today?
(Various answers & God’s Word is good for all time.)

Encourage Application
Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Comment that we have a very interesting lesson today.
Describe how the Christians in Corinth had written Paul
a letter. Say: In that letter, they asked Paul some difficult
questions. They wanted to know whether it was better for
a Christian to be married or stay single. They asked
some questions about divorce. Paul tried to answer those
questions in today’s Bible text.

Guide the Study
♦ Call attention to how Paul seemed to think that
something was about to happen very soon so that there
was a very short time to finish God’s work. Observe that
he may have been thinking about the Second Coming of
the Lord (explain if needed). Suggest that Paul may have
thought there would soon be some kind of trouble in the
city of Corinth that would make life difficult for
Christians. Conclude that whatever it was that Paul
expected he felt the need to focus on getting God’s work
done quickly.
♦ Bonus Questions
Offer extra credit (and perhaps a small prize) to any class
member who can provide a good answer for these
questions (Possible answers or references are given in
parentheses):


Paul was proud that he could remain single to do
God’s work. Can you think of a job today where it
would be better for a man and woman to be married
so that both can do God’s work.
(Pastor of a church and his wife who helps in the church;
missionaries, etc.)
Note: most larger churches these days prefer a pastor
who is married.

♦ Recall the activity in Step #1 of the teaching

procedures. Review the questions one at a time.
Question the class to see if they would answer any of the
questions differently after today’s Bible study.
♦ Refer back to the lesson title. Remark that the focus of
this lesson is that, whether married or single, Christians
are to live in ways that please the Lord.
Ask: Are we doing that?
Call attention to the Memory Verse.
Ask a class member to read the verse to the class.
Repeat the verse, pausing after each phrase.
Explain that what Paul was saying was that we need to
focus on the things of God and to not let the things of the
world keep us from doing that.
Add that the ways of the world will someday go away
but the things of God will last forever.
Invite the class to read the Memory Verse with you one
more time.
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 4: Look Carefully at Life’s Gray Areas

Lesson Focus
We should avoid saying or doing anything that would
damage or destroy our Christian witness to others.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 8:1-13, 10:23-33

Memory Verse
“So if you eat or drink or whatever you do, do
everything to honor God.” (1 Corinthians 10:31)

Connect with Life
1. Bring to class one sheet each of black, white, and gray
paper. Display the black sheet first, identify its color as
black, and pin or tape it on the left side of a board or any
flat area. Do likewise with the white sheet, placing it on
the right side of the area and leaving a blank space
between the black and white sheets. Question the class
as to what color you get if you mix black and white
paints together. Confirm that black and white, when
mixed, make gray and affix the gray sheet in the space
between the black and white ones. Then ask a class
member to read the introduction at the beginning of the
study guide to explain the reference to “Life’s Gray
Areas” in the lesson title. Point out that gray areas are
neither black or white, bad or good, or right or wrong,
but lie somewhere in between.
2. Involve two teams in a very informal debate over one
of life’s gray areas. Enlist two or three members for each
team. Designate one team to argue for the issue and the
other to argue against the issue.
The issue is: “It is never right to kill another person.”
Give written instructions to the for team to argue that
one of God’s Great Laws said “Do not kill other people”
(Deuteronomy 5:17, NLV); therefore, it is never right to
kill another person for any reason.
Likewise, give instructions to the against team to argue
that there are times when it is okay for a policeman,
soldier, or anyone else to kill in order to save their own
lives or the lives of other people.
Encourage each team to argue its point strongly.
After a short time, interrupt the debate and explain that
this is just one of the many “gray areas” we sometimes

face in life. State that we will be talking in the lesson
today about some of life’s gray areas.

Guide the Study
3. Direct the class to look at the Word List in the study
guide. Question them to see if they know the meanings
of any of these words. Briefly define the other three
words and then focus on the word idols. Note that this is
the plural form of the word, meaning more than one idol.
Identify an idol as a person or thing honored like a god.
Explain that people in Bible times sometimes made
figures that looked like people or animals. Say: They
thought these idols had special powers, so they
worshipped them as gods.
4. Instruct the class to look at the first subtitle. State that

the Corinthian Christians had “A Question About
Freedom.” Ask for a volunteer to read just the first
paragraph under that subtitle in the study guide. Then
allow another class member to read 1 Corinthians 8:1-7
from the Bible text. Use the second paragraph of this
section to develop the idea that love is sometimes more
important than freedom. Advise the class to listen to how
Paul explains this as you read verses 8-13 in the next
step.
5. Still under “A Question About Freedom,” call
attention to the lesson writer’s story in the third
paragraph of that section. Let someone read the story as
an example of how the love of family and friends can
sometimes help others to trust in Jesus. Inquire to see if
any class members have ever experienced a miracle such
as this that they would be willing to share with the class.
Read verses 8-13 from the Bible text and then use the
last paragraph of “A Question About Freedom” to
summarize.
6. Ask someone to read 1 Corinthians 10:23-28 from the
Bible text. Briefly comment, using the thoughts under
“Wrong or Right” in the study guide.
7. Instruct the class to read verses 29--30 silently. Allow
time for the reading and then read aloud “Use Freedom
to Help, Not Hurt” from the study guide.
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8. Say: Perhaps we could take this lesson, wrap it up,
and put it into one simple sentence. Then we would have
a good rule to follow when we come to one of life’s gray
areas. But Paul has already done that for us. Refer to the
next verse of the Bible text, 1 Corinthians 10:31, and
read it to the class. Identify this as the Memory Verse.
Then lead the class in reading the verse together in
unison a time or two.

Encourage Application
9. Note that the last two words of the Memory Verse are

“honor God.” Point out that Paul tells us in the last two
verses of the Bible text how to do that. Read verse 32 to
the class as if giving advice. Then lead them in reading
together verse 33 as a way of expressing their wish to
help others to honor God.

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Write on the top left side of the board the word BLACK

and on the right side the word WHITE, leaving a space
between.
Ask: What other word pairs or ideas do these two words
make you think of?
Help them to identify such things as night and day, dark
and light, evil and pure, dirty and clean, bad and good,
etc. If they seem to have trouble identifying these word
combinations, suggest one of the words and help them to
name the opposite, or simply list the word combinations
on the board yourself.
Point out that each of these word pairs are opposite in
meaning. The words on the right make us think of
pleasant things while the ones on the left do the opposite.
Ask: But what if something is between dark and light,
evil and pure, or right and wrong? Say that these are
what we call “gray areas.” Explain that, as black and
white mixed together make gray, something that is not
necessarily good or bad falls into a gray area. Suggest
that life has many of these gray areas where we are not
sure whether something is or is not sin.
Say: In the lesson today, Paul gives us a good rule to
follow when we are faced with one of those gray areas.

Guide the Study
♦ Involve the class in responding to question # 3 of
“Things to Think About”. Refer to the study guide

introduction which names some gray areas of life. Help
the class to name others, such as shopping on Sunday,
gambling, mowing the lawn on Sunday, going to an Rrated movie, working in a place that serves alcoholic
drinks, playing or watching sports on Sunday, dancing,
wearing short or tight clothing, and so on. Without
attempting to say which of the things mentioned are
okay or not okay to do, identify these as some of the
gray areas that Christians at times face in life.

Encourage Application
♦ Refer to question #5 under “Things to Think About”.

Quote these verses from the New Life Version of the
Bible (NLV) which say:
“This is the first and greatest of the Laws. The second is
like it, “You should love your neighbor as you love
yourself.” (Matthew 22:38-39)
Mention that the first sentence refers to the first Law
which tells us to “love the Lord your God.” Say: The
second sentence tells us to love our neighbors - the
people around us - as we love ourselves. Affirm that
caring for other people is second only to loving God.
Conclude by quoting the Lesson Focus at the beginning
of Lesson 4’s teaching plan.
♦ Copy onto cardstock and cut out the card below for
each student to help remind them of the importance of
loving God and others. Tape or glue a magnet on the
back to make a refrigerator magnet.

I WILL
LOVE THE LORD MY GOD
WITH ALL MY HEART
AND WITH ALL MY SOUL
AND WITH ALL MY MIND
AND
LOVE MY NEIGHBOR
AS I LOVE MYSELF
(from Matthew 22:37-39)
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 5: Use Gifts of the Spirit for the Shared Good

Lesson Focus

Guide the Study

All Christians are to use their gifts of the Spirit to help
the Church.

3. Instruct the class to follow in the Bible text as you
read 1 Corinthians 12:1-7, with emphasis on verse 7.
Use the first part of “Understanding the Holy Spirit” in
the study guide to talk about the mystery of God as three
Personalities but only one God. Look at one class
member, call his or her name, and ask: Can you explain
this mystery of God to me? Use whatever response you
get to suggest that we may understand the mystery to a
point, but not completely. Say: Some people study
science and history and the earth and space. But they
can’t tell us for sure when time began, where space (or
the universe) begins and ends, how animals and people
came to be, or many more things we would like to know.
It is all a mystery to us. Add the idea that, like all of
these other things that we don’t fully understand, Paul
wanted us to know that the Holy Spirit is a Part of God
and acts for God in giving us the gifts of the Spirit.
Stress that even though we don’t always fully understand
how God’s gifts work through us, these gifts do help to
do God’s work in the Church.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 12:1-14; 12:27-13:3

Memory Verse
“And now we have these three: faith and hope and love,
but the greatest of these is love.” (1 Corinthians 13:13)

Connect with Life
1. Say: Let’s talk about gifts. And then ask: What is a
gift? Lead the class to identify a gift as something
special given to a person free or at no charge. Remark
that when we choose a gift for someone, we look for
something that person will use and enjoy. Observe that
we often give gifts for special occasions such as
Christmas, birthdays, or anniversaries. Suggest that there
are times though when we give a gift to someone just
because we know it is something that person needs or
wants and will use. Announce that today we will be
talking about a kind of gift God gives to His people—
those who put their trust in Jesus and honor God. Say: It
is a kind of gift God intends for them to use in the work
of His Church. Call attention to the lesson title in the
study guide and the term “Gifts of the Spirit” used there.
Explain that the term “shared good” means that it is
something that helps some or all of the other people in
the Church.
2. At the top of the board (or on newsprint or poster
board), write “Gifts of the Spirit.” State that as we
identify or think of any gifts of the Spirit, you will write
them down. Observe that some of the gifts are
mentioned in different places in the Bible, but there is no
complete list of these gifts. Inform the class that a few of
the gifts of the Spirit are mentioned in the lesson
introduction at the beginning of the study guide. Direct
them to read the introduction silently and to call out any
gifts of the Spirit they find mentioned there. Write the
gifts on the board as they are named, including the gifts
of faith, helping, sharing, and speaking God’s Word.

4. State that the next few verses of the Bible text simply
list more gifts of the Spirit that Paul mentioned. Add a
few of these new gifts to the list on the board as they are
named until the list is essentially complete. Observe that
Paul listed all of these gifts that we’ve listed here, and
then said in verse 11, then quote: But it is the same Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of God, Who does all these things. He
gives to each person as He wants to give.
5. Mention that not all gifts of the Spirit are mentioned
in the Bible. Provide as an example that none of the gifts
of music are listed. State that there are people who write
Christian music, play musical instruments, or have good
voices to sing Christian music. Say: These people have
the gift of writing or playing or singing Christian music
that glorifies the Lord. Yet, the gifts of music are not
mentioned in the Bible.
6. Invite a volunteer to come and stand at the front of the
class. Say: Yes, I think you’ll do as an example. You
have a head and a body, two arms, and two legs, and…
yes, they are all put together into one body. Then ask a
class member to read what Paul said in verses 12-14.
Echo verse 14, saying “The body is not one part, but
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many parts. Dismiss the volunteer. Then point out that
the next few verses continue the thought of verse 14.
Read verses 27-31. To conclude this step, ask a class
member to read aloud the explanation under “All One
Body” in the study guide.

Encourage Application
7. Say: We’ve talked about the gifts of the Spirit (point to
the list of Spiritual gifts on the board) and how we are to
use our gifts for the good of the Church. Everyone has a
gift. All of these gifts are important. But now Paul tells
us there is something even more important than all of
these gifts. Here is what Paul said… (Read verse 13:1-3
from the Bible text.) Refer to the section titled, “A Better
Way” in the study guide and pull out quotes from it to
emphasize the importance of love in using our spiritual
gifts to build up the church.
8. In summary, make these points: (1) Every Christian
has one or more gifts of the Spirit, (2) No person has all
the gifts, (3) You may or may not know what your gift is,
(4) Each gift is important, as each part of the body is
important, and (5) All gifts work together for the good of
God’s Church.
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reference of the Memory Verse. Before looking at the
verses, enlist four class members to participate in putting
themselves and the strips in the proper order. Once the
strips are in the correct order, inform the class this is the
Memory Verse for today’s lesson. Involve the class in
reading the verse a time or two. Hide (flip the strip over
so that it can’t be seen) one clause at a time and recite
the verse together again each time until the class is
reciting the verse and Scripture reference from memory.
♦ Challenge class members to use each of the words

from the Word List in a sentence related to the lesson.
Copy and cut this list for each student to write sentences
in a contest setting to see who can finish first. Share the
sentences. As an alternative for a larger class or lower
level class divide into teams encouraging students to
work together to write the sentences.
——————————————————————--

arguing_____________________________
____________________________________

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Rather than write all of the spiritual gifts on the board
as suggested in Step 2, consider printing a list of all the
gifts specifically named in the Bible. Scripture references
to where the gifts may be found are provided in the last
paragraph under “Understanding the Holy Spirit” in the
study guide. Print the list on a letter-sized sheet of paper
and make enough copies to provide one to each class
member. Encourage class members to take the list home
and look to see if they can identify their own gift or gifts
of the Spirit. Suggest also that they think about how to
use their gifts to help others come to know God.

jealous__________________________

Guide the Study

____________________________________

♦ On newsprint or poster board, print or write
1 Corinthians 12:7 and place it on a focal wall. Refer to it
from time to time when you want to emphasize that the
Holy Spirit should be active in every Christian’s life.

provide_____________________________

Encourage Application
♦ On four strips of poster board, use a marker to write,
one on each strip, the three clauses and the Scripture

_______________________________
mystery_____________________________

____________________________________
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 6: Have Hope in the Resurrection

Lesson Focus
The truth of Christ’s resurrection gives Christians hope
for their own resurrection.

Focal Text
1 Corinthians 15:3-20, 35-44, 50-57

Memory Verse
“But it is true! Christ has been raised from the dead! He
was the first One to be raised from the dead! And all
those who are in graves will follow.”
(1 Corinthians 15:20)

Connect with Life
1. Before the class begins, write the lesson title on a
sheet of poster board or newsprint. To begin the session,
display this sheet on a focal wall. Ask: What is hope?
Define hope as the feeling that something good is going
to happen. Point to the poster and say: Because of the
resurrection of Jesus, we have hope. We have hope that
we too will be raised from the dead as Jesus was. Note
that this is our last lesson from the Bible book of First
Corinthians. Announce that next week we will begin a
study of another of Paul’s letters to the churches in
Corinth, the Bible book we call Second Corinthians.
2. Present the scenario regarding disasters described in
the study guide introduction. Mention recent disasters in
your community as examples. Raise the three questions
at the end of that paragraph, but make no attempt to
answer them at this time. Simply say that the lesson
today should answer those questions. Note that all four
of the words in today’s Word List are on the first page of
the study guide. Review the meaning of each of these
words before proceeding.

Guide the Study
3. Enlist two class members to read the first part of the
Bible text. Let the first read 1 Corinthians 15:3-7 and the
other pick up with verses 8-11. Recall the three
questions from the study guide introduction. Rephrase
the questions and ask: Is there hope for all the Christians

who have already died? Is there life after death? And
how did the resurrection of Jesus give us hope? Refer to
the section “We serve a Risen Savior” in the study guide
and comment essentially word for word on the first
paragraph. Comment that the rest of that section tells
something about the apostles, including Paul who wrote
this letter we call 1 Corinthians. Point out that verses 5-7
tell us about the many different people who saw Jesus
both before and after His resurrection.
4. Note that the next subtitle in the study guide is tricky.
Suggest that if “Our Faith is Not Worth Nothing,” then it
must be worth something. Say: So what the lesson writer
is really saying is that our faith has value. It is worth
something. It is a good thing for us to have. Advise the
class that we will not read all of this part of the Bible
text (verses 12-20) but summarize to say that Paul is
simply offering proof that Jesus had been raised from the
dead. Suggest that everyone read verses 12-19 at home.
Then identify verse 20 as the Memory Verse and lead
the class in reading it together. Exclaim: It is true! And
read the rest of the verse yourself once again. Finally,
ask someone to read the lesson-writer’s comments for
this part of the study guide.
5. Recall the word mystery from last week’s Word List
and its definition as “something that is not known or is
difficult to explain.” Direct the class to look at verse 35
in the Bible text. Read the verse and then ask: Is that a
mystery to you? Immediately resume reading verses 3644. Use the section “God-like Bodies” from the study
guide, as needed, for further comment.
6. Go back to the three questions in the study guide
introduction. Suggest that we should be able to answer
them now. Use both the original questions in the
introduction and the rephrased questions in Step 3 of
these teaching procedures, one by one, to encourage
discussion. Lead the class to the conclusions that (1)
Yes, there is hope not only for Christians who have
already died but for those of us still living as well, (2)
Those of us who trust in Jesus will have new life in our
God-like bodies after we die, and (3) the resurrection of
Jesus gives us hope for new life with Jesus after we die.
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Encourage Application
7. Direct the class to look at the last subtitle heading in

the study guide. Say: As Christians, “We Will All Be
Changed” when we die and go to heaven. Let someone
read just the first paragraph of the above-titled section.
Explain that the main focus (Word List, Lesson 3) is that
“The Truth of Christ’s resurrection gives Christians hope
for their own resurrection. Say: I have that hope. Do
you?
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direct the class to look at question #5 under Things to
Think About in the study guide. Read the question and
then encourage anyone with such a story to tell about it.
If no one in the class responds, perhaps you could share
a story of your own about someone you know who
faced death with that kind of peace. Conclude saying
that you hope everyone in this room will “Have Hope in
the Resurrection” because of their faith as Christians.
Invite questions from any who may not be Christians.
♦ The strip below can be used as a bookmark or as part

of a memory game.

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Invite a class member to the board and hand her or him
a piece of chalk or marker with which to write on the
board. Instruct this person to draw just a rough outline of
a human body. Whatever the result, compliment the artist
on a job well done. Then politely request that the artist
now draw a picture of the God-like body we, as
Christians, will have when we get to heaven. Lead the
artist and the class to realize that it is impossible for us to
know what these God-like bodies will look like. Suggest
that we often think of them as spiritual bodies that cannot
be touched or seen, but that we don’t know that for sure.
Mention that many think our bodies will be like the body
Jesus had after the Resurrection. He could be seen and
touched and Jesus actually ate food. Affirm that what
these God-like bodies will be like is a mystery to us.

Guide the Study
♦ Point out that we use two words to talk about people

who are called by God to go out and tell others about
Jesus. Identify these words as apostles and missionaries.
Question the class as to what the difference is between
the two words. Refer to the Word List for a definition of
apostles. Identify missionaries as people sent by
churches to other cities and countries to help the people
there learn about Jesus. Stress that the apostles were men
sent by Jesus to help people learn about God.

*******************************
After the Resurrection
THESE PEOPLE SAW JESUS
Peter
The 12 Apostles
The 2 followers on the road to
Emmaus
More than 500 followers at one time
James
Paul

Because Jesus lives, we now
Have Hope in the Resurrection

Encourage Application
♦ Call attention to the last paragraph in the study guide
under the subtitle “We Will all Be Changed.” Briefly
relate the lesson writer’s story of her mother-in-law’s
faith in Christ. Comment on how she knew she would die
soon, but had peace because of her trust in Jesus. Then

*******************************
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 7: Use Your Troubles to Help Others

Lesson Focus
The troubles we have in life can help us to help others.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 1:1-11

Memory Verse
“He gives comfort in all our troubles. Then we can
comfort other people who have the same troubles.”
(2 Corinthians 1:4)

Connect with Life

the first sentence of the second paragraph under
“Greetings.” Allow someone to read that paragraph.
Echo the phrase “they knew Timothy well…” and add
that they trusted him. Suggest that, because the letter was
written by two trusted missionaries, the Corinthians
would be more likely to honor it.
4. Advise the class to listen and follow along in the Bible
text as you read verses 3-5.
Indicate that Verse 4 is the Memory Verse for this
lesson. Remark that the lesson is all about using our
troubles to help other people with their troubles. Call on
someone to read the Memory Verse. Read it again
yourself stressing that “God gives us comfort …”

1. Stand at the entryway greeting class members as they
arrive. Make a big deal of the fact that you enjoy
meeting and greeting people, especially members of this
class. Continue greeting each new arrival until it is time
to begin the class. As you begin, express your pleasure at
being able to stand at the door greeting everyone.
Explain that a greeting is the first words you use when
you meet or write someone. Ask someone to read the
Word List definition for greeting. Then give examples of
greetings; such as, “Hi,” “Hello,” “Good morning,” or
(in a letter) “Dear Sir.”

5. Mention that we are still talking about verses 3-5.
Refer to the study guide under the subtitle “We Are Not
Alone.” Read the first paragraph and then summarize the
thoughts, as follows:

2. Remind the class that today’s lesson begins the study
of another of Paul’s letters to the churches at Corinth.
Mention that the Bible texts for these lessons come from
the Bible book called Second Corinthians. Indicate that
today’s lesson talks about how to “Use Your Troubles to
Help Others.”

Now invite the class to see an example of how this
works. Ask everyone to look back in the study guide to
the introduction. Note how the lesson writer tells a story.
Recall that in Lesson 4 she told the story of her alcoholic
father who became a Christian and stopped drinking.
Observe that she now tells how she is helping others,
including Chuck, to deal with that same problem.
Finally, relate briefly how in the last paragraph of this
section Paul presents himself and those who travel with
him as examples of persons who had their own share of
troubles through which God helped and comforted
others.

Guide the Study
3. Suggest that we begin the study by looking at Paul’s
greeting to the Corinthians. Allow a member of the class
to read 2 Corinthians 1:1-2 from the Bible text. As the
reader finishes, note that Paul’s words were polite and
friendly as a greeting should be. Skip over the study
guide’s introductory paragraph to the section entitled
“Greetings.” Ask another class member to read aloud the
two short paragraphs in that section. Call attention to
how Paul had a purpose in telling that “Timothy is also
writing.” Ask: Why do you think Paul did that? Refer to







Everyone has troubles.
God cares.
God gives us comfort.
His comfort helps us through our troubles.
We can then comfort others who have these same
troubles.

6. Ask a class member to read verses 6-7 from the Bible
text. Follow up with comments from “Bright Hope for
Tomorrow” in the study guide. Emphasize that God
gives us the strength we need to work through the
troubles of today so that we have that bright hope for
tomorrow.
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7. Instruct everyone to look at the first paragraph of
“Trust in God” in the study guide. Relate the details of
that paragraph. First, make the point that God had a
purpose in letting Paul and those with him suffer and
have troubles in the countries of Asia. Advise the class
that you will read verses 8-9 of the Bible text and that
you want them to listen for what that purpose was.
Proceed to read those verses and then ask a volunteer to
identify the purpose of Paul’s troubles in Asia. Lead
them to the conclusion stated in verse 9; that is, so that
they would not trust in themselves but would instead put
their trust in God.
8. Say: In the last two verses of the Bible text, Paul tells
about one other thing that helped him through his
troubles in the countries of Asia. Ask a class member to
read verses 10-11 of the Bible text. Observe that one of
the things that helped Paul through his troubles was the
prayers of his Christian friends. Urge the class to pray
daily for their family and friends to help them through
their troubles.

Encourage Application
9. Mention again the lesson title, “Use Your Troubles to
Help Others.” Refer to the questions under Things to
Think About. Request one or two volunteers to answer
the first question. Use 1 Corinthians 1:4 to confirm or
explain the answer to that question. Discuss as many of
the other questions as time permits. To conclude, quote
verse 11a, “You also help us by praying for us,” and lead
the class in a closing prayer that, as God gives us comfort
in all our troubles, help us to give comfort to others who
have those same troubles.
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on the board) “Use Your Troubles to Help Others.”
Identify that as the title of today’s lesson. Select a class
member to read the introduction just below the lesson
title in the study guide. Then mention that, not only can
we use our troubles to help others, but sometimes we
learn valuable lessons for ourselves through these
troubles.

Guide the Study
♦ Consider singing or having someone sing a verse or
two of the hymn “Great Is Thy Faithfulness” in
connection with Step 6 of these teaching procedures.
Note the reference to the words from this hymn quoted
in the study guide under “Bright Hope for Tomorrow.”

Encourage Application
♦ Prior to the class, prepare a Word List test or exercise
with blank spaces in which class members are to enter
one of the four new words from this lesson, as follows:

The people in the church sang a __________
to praise and honor God. (hymn)
When a person gets angry and starts
throwing things around, that person is
___________________. (violent)
Paul thought the _____________________

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Prior to the class, write the lesson title on the board.

of his troubles was to help others with those
same problems. (purpose)

Also, prepare a chart listing all kinds of troubles that
people experience in life. Title it “Troubles.” Include
such troubles as money problems, loss of job, sickness,
health problems, death of a family member, an argument, Paul began his letter to the Corinthians with
an injury, political or religious differences, etc. To begin
a __________________________.
the class, display this chart and ask the question, “Do you
ever have any troubles like these?” Encourage the class
(greeting)
to add any troubles not on your list. Question the class as
to whether troubles are always bad or not. Listen to any
responses, then say: There is one time when troubles can
be helpful and that is when you (point to the lesson title
(Answers in parentheses not to be printed on test.)
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 8: Heal Relationships

Lesson Focus
Healing broken relationships requires understanding,
honesty, and forgiveness.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 1:12-2:13

Memory Verse
“God is the One Who makes our faith strong in Christ.”
(2 Corinthians 1:21)

Connect with Life
1. State that we need to begin the lesson by looking at
the two words in the lesson title, “Heal Relationships.”
Use the Word List definition of relationship to explain
that relationships are the ways people think and act
toward one another. Define heal as meaning to make
better after being sick or hurt. Observe that when you
have a broken arm, the doctor will reset it and put it into
a sling so that it will heal, or get better. Say: In the
lesson today, Paul tried to heal the broken relationships
between himself and the church at Corinth. He also
wanted to heal the relationships between different
groups within that church. He explains this very clearly
in the Bible text today.

Guide the Study
2. Recall the lesson writer’s ongoing story of her
alcoholic father (Lessons 4 and 7). Remind the class of
how he would get violent (last week’s Word List) when
he drank alcohol. Then relate how he later became a
Christian and changed his life. With that background
information, refer to the first two paragraphs of the
lesson introduction in the study guide. Tell her story in
the third person; that is, speak of her relationship, how
she lived, what happened to them, etc. Note how the
writer said that “Others shared how God had healed their
relationships,” and recall last week’s lesson title, “Use
Your Troubles to Help Others.” State that we as
Christians must forget the hurt, forgive, and heal our
relationships.

3. Move on to the final paragraph of the introduction.
Point out that this paragraph talks about troubled
relationships—ours and those of the church in Corinth.
Read the last sentence with emphasis on “…but how
does it happen?” Pause and then state that Paul had some
answers to that question.
4. Direct the class to look at the first part of the Bible
text. Let a class member read 2 Corinthians 1:12-14 to
the class. Refer to the discussion under the first subtitle
in the study guide, “Proud?” Read the first paragraph
under that title. Note that Paul and Timothy did not
receive their wisdom from men, but their power and
teaching came straight from God. Use the last paragraph
of this section to tell how God is preparing us for the
time of Jesus’ return. Add that, until then, Paul wanted
to heal the relationships with his Corinthian friends.
5. Ask: Have you ever planned a trip to visit someone
and then had to change your plans? Encourage one or
two class members to tell of such an experience. Point
out that those you were to visit may have already made
plans and gone to a lot of trouble getting ready for your
visit. Suggest that they likely understood why you had to
change your plans but that they may still have been a
little upset. State that we will now look at a time when
Paul changed his mind about visiting the Corinthian
church.
6. Say: First, let’s hear about Paul’s original (or first)
plan. Then ask someone to read 1 Corinthians 1:15-16.
Use the first paragraph under “A Change in Travel
Plans” to explain how Paul made his point that he had
always been truthful with the Corinthians. Note that, in
this case, Paul wanted to heal his relationships with the
Corinthians. Say: He wanted to explain his feelings in a
letter first. That would begin the healing process. Then
he would visit Corinth later when he would be better
received (or welcomed).
7. Now read verses 1:17-2:4 from the Bible text to
explain Paul’s change of plans. Use the second
paragraph of “A Change in Travel Plans” to identify the
three reasons Paul changed his mind about going to
Corinth. Suggest that he did so in order to heal
relationships with his friends there. Note that the last
paragraph of this section explains what we can learn
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from Paul’s example. Ask someone to read that
paragraph to the class.

he had taught them. He wanted to heal their relationship
and renew their trust in Jesus.

Encourage Application

Encourage Application

8. Suggest that, if Christians all love the same God and if
they all trust in Jesus, then they should all follow the
same rules for healing broken relationships. Note that
Paul applied many of those rules in today’s Bible text.
If you prepared the handout or chart of “Rules for
Healing Broken Relationships” under the Supplemental
Teaching Ideas, distribute the handouts or refer to the
chart at this time. If not, just refer to the verses and
identify the rules one by one. Observe that if, as
Christians, we all follow those rules as laid out by Paul,
then we will surely “Heal Relationships” between us and
our Christian friends and family members as the lesson
title tells us to do.

♦ Prepare in advance a handout or chart of ways to heal
strained relationships based on today’s Bible text, as
follows:
-------------------------------------------

RULES FOR HEALING BROKEN
RELATIONSHIPS
(From 2 Corinthians 1:12-2:13)
Verse

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Bring to class a large rubber band and perhaps some
extras just in case. To begin the class, hold the rubber
band up for the class to see. Grasp each end of the band
and carefully stretch it out to a reasonable length.
Question the class as to what will happen if you stretch
the band much more. Lead them to the conclusion that it
will break…and likely hurt your hands in the process.
Say: We are talking about relationships today, as you
can see from the lesson title. Explain that relationships
are like the rubber band, they are helpful as long as you
don’t stretch them too far. But, just as your hand gets
hurt when the rubber band breaks, people get hurt when
relations break. Suggest that it is best to ease up on (or
be very careful in) the relationship somehow to keep it
from snapping. Say: And that’s what Paul is trying to do
with the Corinthians in our lesson today.

Guide the Study
♦ Remind the class that Paul started the church in Corinth

on his second missionary trip. Stress that he was their
teacher. Say: Paul taught them about God. He led them
to trust Jesus. But some false teachers had come to
Corinth and said bad things about Paul. Some of the
Christians there began to question Paul’s teachings.
When Paul heard about this, he wrote this letter to the
Corinthians. He wanted to remind them of all the things

Rule

1:12

Be honest and sincere

1:13

Be understanding

1:17

Be positive and
consistent

1:18-19

Be truthful

1:23

Be considerate, think
of others’ feelings

2:4

Be loving and caring

2:10-11

Be forgiving

-----------------------------------If you do this as a handout, prepare enough copies for
each class member to have one. If you prepare it as a
chart, simply hang it on a focal wall. In either case,
point out that if we follow the rules Paul laid out for us,
we will be much more likely to “Heal Relationships”
that are broken. Be prepared to define some of the new
words using the verses listed and comparing the
wording. Perhaps students could suggest other rules as
well from the verses as they see how it is done.
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 9: Measure Ministry Rightly

Lesson Focus
Christian ministry should be measured by Christian
standards.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 2:17-3:6; 4:1-6

Memory Verse
“We know we are not able in ourselves to do any of this
work. God makes us able to do these things.”
(2 Corinthians 3:5)

Connect with Life
1. Bring to class several items used for measuring
distances or quantities; for example, a ruler, tape
measure, measuring cup, clock or timer, kitchen scale,
etc. Display these devices, or “measuring tools,” on a
small table and use them as conversational pieces with
class members as they arrive. For example, point out that
a ruler is one foot long, or about the length of a person’s
foot. Explain that we have these things as ways to
measure distances, weights, time, and amounts. Begin
the class with a quick review of this information.
Suggest that we have all of these gadgets, or tools, so
that we can know how large, how far, how much, or how
long we are talking about. State that there are some
things, though, that we don’t have a “gadget” to use to
measure. Observe that we will be talking about one of
those things in today’s lesson; that is, how to measure a
person’s ministry.
2. First, note that all five of the words from the Word
List are used in the lesson introduction just below the
lesson title. Note that the introduction tells about some
preachers who pretend to be Christians. Say: They talk
on the radio and television stations and say good things
about God and the Bible. But they say it in a way that
makes people want to send them money. Many people
who are generous trust them and send them money. But
these false preachers are greedy and keep the money for
themselves. Explain that generous means to give much
of what you have to help others. Then observe that
greedy means to keep all you can for yourself. Clarify,
though, that very few of those who preach the Good
News on radio are greedy like this. Assert that we must

do what the lesson tells us and “Measure Ministry
Rightly” so that we know whom to trust.

Guide the Study
3. Ask: But how do you measure a ministry? Hold up
some of the measuring devices used in Step 1 of these
procedures. State that we have nothing like these with
which to measure someone’s ministry. Suggest that in
Paul and Timothy, however, we do have two good
examples to follow. Mention also that Paul will give us
some things to look for in a minister to measure whether
or not this person is a good Christian minister who can
be trusted.
4. Provide a brief explanation to say that we will look at
the Bible text later but, for now, we will just think for a
minute about Paul and Timothy. Enlist someone to read
the story about these two under “People Sent from God”
in the study guide.
5. Move to the next section and read or draw comments
from “A Plain and Honest Ministry.” Use the third
paragraph to lead into the seven measurements of
ministry that follow. As you examine the seven
questions, follow these steps:


Read the question.



Ask a class member to read from the Bible text the
verse or verses indicated.



Relate the comments printed in the study guide
following that question.

Use the final paragraph to summarize the study.

Encourage Application
6. Assure the class that most preachers and missionaries

truly feel that they are called by God to the ministry.
Suggest that we should be wary, though, if they seem to
be greedy. State that Christian ministry should be
measured by Christian standards (the Lesson Focus).
Note that Paul has provided us with these seven ways to
measure a ministry. Observe that if we have doubts that
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a minister is truly called by God, we should think about
Paul’s seven measurements of ministry.

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Rather that bring actual measuring devices to class as
suggested in Step 1 of the teaching procedures, lead the
class in brainstorming to think of the different ways we
measure things. Use the ruler below as one example. If
necessary, ask leading questions such as “How do we
measure distances? Or weight? Or time? Or liquids
(water, milk, gasoline for your car)?” You might want to
jot these down on the board or newsprint as they are
named. Suggest that people have learned to use such
tools to measure many things. Say: But there is at least
one thing that we have no such tool to measure. Call
attention to the lesson title, “Measuring Ministry
Rightly.” Observe that there is no tool or “thing” with
which to measure ministry. Question the class to see if
they know the meaning of the word ministry and use
their response to move directly to Step 2 of the teaching
procedures.

Guide the Study
♦ Involve the class in a discussion of the Memory Verse.

Impress upon them the extremely large amount of travel
and work Paul did in his ministry. Remind them of how
Paul walked (or rode on the back of an animal) hundreds
of miles on his three missionary journeys, went to many
of the large cities of the Roman Empire and started
churches, and how his life was in danger much of that
time. Then note how in this verse he says that “we are
not able in ourselves to do any of this work.” Stress that
he gives all of the credit for what he did to God, saying
“God makes us able to do all these things.”
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Encourage Application
♦ Title it “You Don’t Have to Be a Minister to Minister.”

Write that title on the board, a poster, or newsprint for
the class to view. As you repeat the title, point toward
the class with your whole hand and slowly move your
pointed hand from one side of the class to the other (so
that you are not pointing directly at any one individual).
Slowly relax your hand as you explain that every
Christian ought to minister somehow to other people.
Explain that there are many ways to minister; for
example, you can teach or have some other job in a
Bible study class, you can take food to people who are
sick or hungry, you can invite people to your church or
Bible study class, or you can help needy people, and so
on. Give time for students to give some ideas and jot
them down as you go along. Express that all Christians
should be willing and try to tell other people the Good
News of Jesus Christ and try to help them become
Christians. Suggest that we sometimes don’t feel that we
can do God’s work but remind them of what Paul said in
the Memory Verse, “We know we are not able in
ourselves to do the work. God makes us able to do these
things.” (2 Corinthians 3:5).
♦ Either copy and paste several of the rulers below on
one page and make copies to cut for each class member
or simply copy this page and cut out the ruler bookmark
below for each student… have them think about and
choose one or two of the ideas for ministry already given
or come up with one of their own. Lead them to share
how they believe they can minister to others. Encourage
them to use these as bookmarks or keep them in a place
that they can see it often so it will remind them to be a
minister. (Note: if you have students who are not yet
Christians ask them how they have seen Christians
minister to others and/or if they would like to give their
lives to Christ)

Note: “Ruler” is not to scale and will not measure accurately.

WHAT CAN I DO TO MINISTER?
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 10: Look at Life from Eternity

Lesson Focus
Through God’s power, we can face the troubles of life,
including death, with confidence.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 4:7-5:10

Memory Verse
“Our life is lived by faith. We do not live by what we see
in front of us.” (2 Corinthians 5:7)

Connect with Life
1. Question the class about time. Ask: Where does time
begin? Where does it end? Mention that we have clocks
and calendars to measure time, but time just goes on and
on and never ends. Suggest that life on earth begins for
each of us when we are born and ends when we die. But
remind the class that our lifetimes are just a moment—a
teeny, tiny bit—of time. Explain that time is eternal; it
lasts forever and has no end. Introduce also from the
Word List the related word, eternity. Note that the Bible
text sometimes talks about this (but not in today’s
lesson) as “life that lasts forever.”
2. Relate the story of William Carey as told in the
introduction to the study guide for this lesson. Identify
Carey as an early Baptist preacher in the country of
England. Tell how he helped start the Baptist Missionary
Society. Describe the troubles he had as a missionary in
India, as told in the introduction. Use the last paragraph
of the introduction to raise questions about eternal life.

Guide the Study
3. First, display (on a poster board or newsprint,
prepared in advance) the words of John 8:12 from the
New Life Version of the Bible, which say:

Jesus spoke to all the people, saying, “I am
the Light of the world. Anyone who follows
Me will not walk in darkness. He will have

the Light of Life.”
Refer to the first paragraph under “The Work of Death”
in the study guide. Say: Paul tells us that we can expect
to have troubles. But he says that we will have a light to
guide us through those troubles. Point to the poster of
John 8:12 and emphasize that Jesus is that light. Invite a
class member to read 2 Corinthians 4:7-10 from the
Bible text. After the reading, summarize to say that we
expect life to be rough but that, as Paul assures us, no
matter how dark life is, Jesus will always be there to
light the way for us.
4. Still under “The Work of Death” in the study guide,
ask someone to now read aloud verses 4:11-15 of the
Bible text. Using the second paragraph of this study
guide section, recall the word mystery from the Word
List in Lesson 5 of this study. Explain that a mystery is
something not known or understood and maybe a little
scary. Use the comments in the study guide to explain
the mystery of death (of this body) and the promise of
eternal life in a new body for those who trust in Jesus.
5. Request a volunteer to read 2 Corinthians 4:16-18
from the Bible text. Use the first paragraph under
“Focusing on Eternity” to describe how our bodies
slowly wear out and there isn’t much we can do to fix
them. Use the lesson writer’s story of how she and her
husband hired workers to fix the inside of their house to
how God can fix our spirits—our inner selves—to make
us like new again when we trust in Jesus. Compare the
body, which can’t be fixed, to one’s Christian spirit
which only grows stronger the more we trust in God.
Use the last paragraph to explain how “Focusing on
Eternity” will give new meaning to our lives.
6. Say: The lesson writer talked about her house. She
told how they tried to fix it up. They wanted it to look
more modern inside. Direct the class to look at the last
part of the Bible text, 2 Corinthians 5:1-10. Begin
reading and read through verse 4. Pause and use the first
two paragraphs of the study guide section “The Work of
Resurrection” to talk about the resurrection body and the
mystery of its nature.
7. With that explanation, ask one of your better readers
to continue reading verses 5-10 from the Bible text. As
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the reader finishes, stand for a moment, perhaps
scratching your head and with a questioning look on your
face. Then begin to read (with a bit of expression) the
third paragraph of “The Work of Resurrection” in the
study guide, beginning with “Do we want to die now?”

Encourage Application
8. Comment along the lines of the last paragraph of “The

Work of Resurrection,” adding any thoughts of your
own. Then ask a class member to read the Memory
Verse. To close, say: If we trust in Jesus and “Our life is
lived by faith,” someday we will “Look at Life from
Eternity.” What a happy time that will be!

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Alternate Step 1 - Ask: If you go outside on a clear day
and look into the sky, how far can you see? Or, on a
starlit night, even with the strongest telescopes, can you
see where space begins or ends? Suggest that eternity is
like space, we don’t know where it begins and we don’t
know where it ends. Mention that the Bible text
sometimes calls it “life that lasts forever.” Emphasize
that when we reach eternity, we will have life that lasts
forever with the eternal God.
♦ Lead the class to look at the Things to Think About in
the study guide. Suggest that we not try to answer these
questions at this time, but that we will come back to them
later. One at a time, call on six different individuals to
each read one of the questions. To encourage application
at the conclusion of the study, come back to the
questions. Ask two or three volunteers to pick any one of
the questions and try to answer it.

Encourage Application
♦ Remind class members to take their study guides home

and read them again. Suggest that the more they practice
reading, the quicker they will learn to understand and
speak English well.
♦ Just for fun, suggest that class members turn their
study guides upside down (explain and demonstrate
upside down if necessary) and try to read the Memory
Verse from that position. Let as many as time permits try
doing this to see how well they can do. You might tell
them that this would be much easier to do if they quickly
memorize the verse before trying it.
♦ Vocabulary exercise: ask the students to make a small
drawing for each of the following words in the space
provided or on another sheet of paper. Have those who
are willing share their drawings and give any
explanations needed:

Eternal:

Eternity:

Fix:

Guide the Study
♦ Observe that we have all kinds of electrical machines,
tools, and devices around our modern homes and places
of business. Point out, though, that none of them will
work unless you plug them into an electrical outlet. State
that Christians are much the same way in that they need a
source of power in order to serve God. Assert that, as
Christians, Jesus is our source of power.

Modern:
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 11: Be Encouraged to Minister

Lesson Focus

Guide the Study

As God has brought us close to Himself through Christ,
so should we minister to others.

3. Indicate that we will talk first about fear. Request one
class member to read verses 5:11-13 from the Bible text.
Then call attention to the first subtitle in the study guide,
“The Fear of the Lord.” Note how the lesson writer
begins by saying, “Fear is an interesting word.” Say: It is
indeed an interesting word. Most of the time we think of
fear as the threat of danger of things like the spiders and
snakes talked about in the study guide. Mention also
how most people are afraid of wild animals, really bad
storms, or robbers and bad men. Indicate that the next
paragraph in the study guide talks about another kind of
fear, a healthy kind of fear. Use the examples and
explanations of the study guide to describe this kind of
fear. Summarize to say that fear, in this case, means not
only to be somewhat afraid but to respect and honor God
as well. Use the last paragraph of this section of the
study guide to describe how Paul’s fear, respect, and
honor of God drove him to do the work of God
everywhere he went.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 5:11-6:2

Memory Verse
“All this comes from God…He did this through Christ.
Then He gave us the work of bringing others to Him.”
(2 Corinthians 5:18)

Connect with Life
1. Bring to class an heirloom, souvenir, or any item of
interest. Explain to the class how, when children first
start going to school and during their years in elementary
school, they have a time of Show and Tell. Describe how
they bring to class their favorite doll, toy, book, or
something important to them. Explain how they stand
before the class and show this to the class and then tell
why it is important to them. To demonstrate, show the
item you brought and tell them briefly what it is, where
you got it, and why it is important to you. Explain that
the lesson today talks about how we should show and
tell other people about Christ.
2. Say: Let’s start with the Memory Verse for this lesson.
Ask someone to read that verse from the study guide.
After the reading, note that Christ gave us “the work of
bringing others to Him.” Explain that “us” is all of us
who are Christians. Observe that the study guide
introduction gives some examples of people who are
“bringing others to Him; that is, to Christ. Note in the
second paragraph of the study guide introduction that
none of these people are pastors or preachers who are
paid for what they do. Raise the question: Why do they
do this work?
State that in the Bible text today, Paul named four
reasons Christians do this ministry. Refer to the four
reasons listed at the bottom of the study guide
introduction. Write the key words for these reasons on
the board: fear, love, new, and time. As a preview, ask
the students how they think these words might relate to
reasons to do ministry.

4. Point to the board and note that the second reason for
ministry is love. Read verses 14 and 15 from the Bible
text, with a slight emphasis on the word love. Then ask a
class member to read the comments under “The Love of
Christ.” (You may want to compare 1 John 3:16, cited in
the study guide, to the better-known Gospel of John 3:16
which also speaks of God’s love.)
5. Point to the word new on the board and then comment
that most of us like to buy new clothes and wear them
for the first time. Suggest that it makes us feel like a new
person when we wear new clothes. Say: God has a way
that can make you be a new person. Appoint a class
member to read verses 16-21 from the Bible text. After
the reading, use the first two paragraphs of “Being a
New Person in Christ” for comments. Pause to say that
this is where the lesson writer talks about how her
children took something to class to show and tell about,
and then continue with your commentary on the third
paragraph.

Encourage Application
6. Indicate the fourth and final key word on the board,

time. Say: It is time for those who are Christians to
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become ministers for God. Listen to Paul’s words… At
this point, ask a class member to read the last two verses
of the Bible text¸ John 6:1-2. Use the study guide
conclusion “The Urgency of Time” to tell how Paul first
talks about people who are already Christians, telling
them not to receive God’s loving-favor (grace) and then
waste it, but to be ministers of His Word. Explain that he
then appeals to those who are not yet Christians, telling
them that now is the time to be saved. Use this
evangelistic opportunity and offer to talk with anyone
after class who is thinking about putting their trust in
Jesus.

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Question the class about the work they do every day—

at home, at their jobs, or anywhere else. First, ask them
to identify (or tell about) some of the things they do in
the way of work. Encourage them to talk about jobs they
do at home as well as the jobs they do at work. Ask
whether these are things they enjoy or like to do, or that
they don’t mind doing, or do only because they must do
them. Then ask: What makes you do these jobs? Lead
them to identify the reasons they do these jobs; that is,
because they get paid and need the money, or it is part of
their family responsibility, or because they love their
family, etc. State that we will be talking about another
job we have as Christians; that is, the job of being
ministers of God’s Word.

Observe that we can show others that we have Christ in
our lives by the way we talk and live and act in
everything that we do. Go on to say that we can tell
others about Jesus and invite them to this class to learn
how to become a Christian. Explain that, as they do this
kind of show and tell, they will become ministers of
God’s Word. Refer to the lesson title and say “Be
Encouraged to Minister.”
♦ Provide students with a good tract in English or in their
language to give them a tool to use for sharing the
Gospel. For those who are not Christians, encourage
their Christian classmates to share with them or do it
yourself. Perhaps going through the tract with the whole
class will make it less intimidating for the students who
have not yet trusted Christ. If you don’t have any tracts,
you may want to use the quick explanation below to help
your students believe or share their belief. Advanced
students may even be able to translate the information
below into their native languages:

-------------------------------------The Romans Road:
All have sinned: Romans 3:23
Sin brings eternal separation from God: Romans 6:23a
Jesus paid the price for us to escape: Romans 5:8
This salvation is a free gift: Romans 6:23
Confess your sins,
believe that Jesus died and was raised again for us,

Guide the Study
♦ Call attention to the Things to Think About. Refer to

question #1 and ask: If healthy fears keep you well and
right with God, what are unhealthy fears? Mention that
this is a bonus question and that anyone who has a good
answer for it will get “extra credit.” Encourage anyone
who will to try and answer one—or all—of the other
questions. Remind everyone to take their study guide
home, read it through again, and then think about their
answers to the questions again.

and call on Him to be saved: Romans 10:9-10 & 13
You are saved: Romans 8:1, John 3:16
-------------------------------------The ABC’s of Salvation:
A = All have sinned: Romans 3:23, 6:23; Isaiah 53:6
B = Believe: John 3:16; Acts 16:31
C = Confess: Romans 10:9-10; Matthew 10:32

Encourage Application
♦ Recall that at the beginning of the lesson, we talked

---------------------------------------

about how children brought favorite things to show and
tell about. Suggest that, as Christians, we ought to show
and tell about Jesus every day. Ask: How can we do this?

Note: Copy onto card stock and cut on the dotted line to
make pocket cards for quick reference.
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 12: Become Great in Giving

Lesson Focus
All Christians are to be faithful givers to the Lord’s
work.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 8:1-15; 9:7-8, 11-15

Memory Verse
“God loves a man who gives because he wants to
give.” (2 Corinthians 9:7)

Connect with Life
1. Ask: Do you remember Chuck? Retell the story of
Chuck from Lesson 9 of this study as reprinted under the
Supplemental Teaching Ideas for today’s lesson.
Observe that what the pastor in this story did was very
unusual. Recall as well the word generous (willing to
give or help) from the Lesson 9 Word List and note that
the pastor in this story was very generous in helping
Chuck. With this background information, ask a class
member to read the study guide introduction for this
lesson.
2. Identify the three words from the Word List used in
the study guide introduction: grace, faithful, and
attitude. Mention that each of these words is used in one
of the subtitles (or section titles, or small titles) of this
lesson.

Guide the Study
3. Call attention to the lesson title. Question the class
about what it means to become “great” in giving. Use
any responses to suggest that other words that might be
used here are “faithful,” “regular,” or “generous.”
Suggest that what Paul had in mind here probably
included all three of these words. Offer that another way
of saying this is that we should give from the heart.
4. Refer to the first subtitle, “Giving Is an Act of Grace.”
Explain that grace is a word some in the class may have
some trouble understanding but that the Bible text uses
the term “loving-favor” instead of grace (see verses 8:1

and 8:9). With that explanation, ask a class member to
read 2 Corinthians 8:1-9 from the Bible text. Then begin
reading the first paragraph under the above subtitle.
When you get to the word privilege, pause and say: It is
an honor and a privilege for me to be your teacher.
Continue to read or draw comments from the study
guide through the remainder of this section.
5. Move on to the next subtitle, “Be Faithful in Giving,”
with emphasis on the word faithful. Reveal that you will
be reading Paul’s words to the Corinthians in verses
8:10-15. Read verses 10 and 11 from the Bible text as if
you were Paul berating the Corinthians. Then read the
remaining three verses in a normal tone of voice. Enlist
three class members to each read one paragraph of “Be
Faithful in Giving” from the study guide.
6. Say: We have learned that giving is an act of grace.
We have also learned that we should be faithful in
giving. Now let’s learn how to “Give with the Right
Attitude.” Suggest that for now we will look just at
2 Corinthians 9:7. Request a volunteer to read that verse
from the Bible text. Note that this verse says each man
should give. Explain that the man usually handled the
money in those days but what this really means is that
every person should give (women also have the privilege
of giving their money for God’s work). Refer to the first
paragraph under “Give with the Right Attitude” in the
study guide. Choose a class member to read that
paragraph only. Observe that it is all about attitude. Say:
You can have a healthy attitude about giving, or you can
have an unhealthy attitude about giving. Ask: Which one
would Paul choose? Confirm their hopefully unanimous
choice of healthy giving and then mention that the last
line only of 2 Corinthians 9:7 is today’s Memory Verse.

Encourage Application
4. Say: We’ve talked about the wrong attitudes—the
unhealthy ways of thinking about giving. Now let’s talk
about the right (or healthy) attitudes. Use the final
paragraph of “Give with the Right Attitude” to
emphasize the right attitude for giving as willingly,
generously, lovingly and thankfully. Talk about each one
in a discussion format. Ask: Why are these attitudes
important when giving to God?
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Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life
♦ Following is a reprint of the story of Chuck from
Lesson 9 for use with Step 1 of the teaching procedures:

Good pastors are a blessing to their people.
Chuck went to a friend’s church where he
had visited before. The pastor of this church
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you that you can give some of your money to help the
poor or the sick, or to do God’s work. Point out that Paul
tells us in 2 Corinthians 8:12 that “a man should give of
what he has, not of what he does not have.” Observe that
we need to listen to both our heads and our hearts. What
we need when we think about giving is to have a proper
balance between listening to the head and listening to the
heart. Ask for any stories any might be willing to share
where they listened to one or the other and learned to
find the balance.

was generous and obeyed God. He told

Encourage Application

Chuck that he knew God wanted Chuck to

♦ Invite the class to think some more about Chuck, the
young man whose story was told at the beginning of this
lesson. Recall how the pastor gave Chuck the money he
needed to move to Dallas. Emphasize that Chuck did not
ask for the money and that the pastor was so generous
that he just gave Chuck the money. Point out that this
pastor was listening to and obeying God.
Question the class as to how they think this generous and
unexpected help may have changed Chuck’s life.
Observe that when someone is generous with us, we tend
to be more generous ourselves. Point out that we do
know that Chuck was generous with his time when he
arrived at the church using this section from lesson 5:

move to Dallas so he gave him the money he
needed. Chuck did not ask for it. This was
just one of the many ways God provided for
him. The people of that church could tell
many stories of how their pastor was a
blessing to them.

Chuck came with just his clothes. He had

Guide the Study
♦ Advise the class that you will use all six of the words in

the Word List for today to talk about the class. Say: It is
by God’s grace that I have the privilege of being your
teacher. You are faithful in coming to class and you
always have a good attitude. I know that you are not
wealthy but I am sure you are generous with what you
have. I hope that you will all learn more about God in
this class and I believe that you will improve your
English as well .
Say it again, this time at a normal rate of speaking (if you
slowed down the first time), but this time have the
students raise their hands each time they hear a
vocabulary word to show that they recognize it from the
list.
♦ Lead the class to think about a person’s attitude toward
money. Ask: Where does your attitude about giving
come from, your head or your heart? Listen to responses
and then suggest that a person’s attitude about giving
probably comes from both head and heart. Indicate that
the head tries to tell you that “I need this money for the
rent, or a new car, or a vacation.” Say: But the heart tells

rented an apartment, but he had nothing to
put in it. He knew God would provide what
he needed. He had the gifts of faith and
helping. The church hired him, and Chuck
started using his gift of helping that same
day.
As background share that the author of the study guide
knows that Chuck worked for hours on the day he
arrived at the church in a food pantry and in putting
together bags of school supplies for poor children.
Ask for ideas of what his future might look like because
of this generous gift. Suggest that Chuck may become a
good leader in the church and be generous with his
giving for the rest of his life. Say: This is the kind of
story that surely had a happy ending…all because of one
person’s generous giving.
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Teaching Guide
Lesson 13: Depend on God’s Grace

Lesson Focus
Our greatest strength comes from depending on God’s
grace rather than what we do.

Focal Text
2 Corinthians 12:1-10

Memory Verse
“He answered me, ‘I am all you need. I give you My
loving-favor. My power works best in weak people.’”
(2 Corinthians 12:9)

Connect with Life
1. First, explain that we are going to learn more about
Chuck this morning. Recall Chuck as the young man
who was went to the church of his friend. Recall also
that the pastor of that church was generous and gave
Chuck the money he needed to move to Dallas. State
that today we learn how the reason Chuck needed help
was that he had a disability. Use the Word List definition
of disability to relate its meaning. You may also want to
give examples of disabilities; such as, not being able to
hear (deaf), not being able to talk (mute), not having an
arm or a leg, etc. Mention that sometimes people have
their disability at birth, sometimes the disability
develops later in life, and sometimes the disability is the
result of an accident. Stress that having a disability can
make life very difficult for a person.
2. Take a moment to explain the two other words from
the Word List, amazed and depend. Then have someone
read the story of Chuck’s disability as told in the study
guide introduction. Observe that this helps to explain
why Chuck needed help and why the generous acts by
the pastor and church were so needed by Chuck. Suggest
that, like the lesson title above tells us to do, Chuck had
to “Depend on God’s Grace.”

subtitle, “Depend on God’s Grace in Times of Blessing.”
Pause and ask a class member to read verses 1-6 from
the Bible text. Then return to the study guide and relate
the last two paragraphs in which Paul seeks to prove that
he is an Apostle.
4. Question the class about the new word we learned at
the beginning of the lesson. Explain that it describes
Chuck’s blindness. Lead them to identify the word
disability. Advise the class to think about that word as
you read verses 7-8 of the Bible text. When finished,
ask: Do you think Paul had a disability? Recall that Paul
was blind when Jesus called him to be an Apostle, but
that was for only three days. Encourage the class to
suggest what the trouble Paul had been given by Satan
might have been. When enough possible answers have
been offered, refer the class to the lesson writer’s
thoughts under “Depend on God’s Grace in Times of
Suffering” in the study guide. Allow a minute or two for
them to read this silently, and then comment that Paul
saw his suffering, whatever it was, as a blessing that kept
him from being too proud.
5. Note that we have not yet talked about verse 8.
Comment that Paul asked the Lord three times to take
his pain and suffering away. Ask: Would you have
stopped asking after only three times? Instruct the class
to now look at the last part of the Bible text. Explain that
you will read beginning with verse 8 and reading
through verse 10. Comment that Paul got his answer.
Note that Jesus had to carry the cross on which He was
crucified. State that Paul’s suffering was his cross to
carry.
6. Indicate that we are still talking about Paul’s troubles,
whatever it was that caused his suffering. Enlist a class
member to read the section, “Depending On God’s
Perfect Grace is All We Need” from the study guide.

Encourage Application
Guide the Study
3. Advise the class that we will first take a look back at
how Paul became a missionary for Jesus. Relate the
story as it is told in the first two paragraphs under the

7. Refer back to the last sentence in the study guide
which mentions Romans 8:28. Ask the class to find that
verse on the same page as the Bible text, in the bottom
right corner. Request a volunteer to read the verse, or
read it yourself. Express your hope that everyone in the
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class trusts in God and chooses to be a part of God’s
plan. See the salvation plans listed in lesson 11 of this
guide for any who may show interest in trusting Christ.

who would not trust in Jesus. Suggest that any one of
these or something else we don’t even know about may
have been the cause of his suffering. Say: We wish we
knew what it was, but it remains a mystery to this day.

Supplemental Teaching Ideas
Connect with Life

Encourage Application

♦ Bring to class your laptop computer or other device
capable of playing music. Set it up to play the song
“Blessings” by Laura Story, available on the Internet by
simply typing in the song title and singer’s name into an
internet search window. The words of the song, also
available on-line, are very appropriate for this lesson.
You may want to print off a few copies of the words for
early arrivers to view as the song is played. Consider also
replaying the song as the class ends. The song asks
questions about the difficult parts of life and whether
they may actually be blessings in disguise. It may help to
also explain or illustrate the meaning of “disguise”.
♦Write on the left side of the board the word strong and
on the right side the word weak. You may want to write
the word strong in large, bold print and the word weak
somewhat smaller and less impressive in appearance.
Ask: If you had your choice, would you choose to be
weak or strong? Take a poll to see if any class members
will pick weakness over strength. If any do choose
weakness, ask them to explain why they would choose
weakness rather than to be strong. Then commend them
and ask: Do you know that God’s power works best in
weak people? Direct them to look at today’s Memory
Verse in the study guide and ask someone to read it
aloud. Advise the class not to worry though because even
strong people can have weaknesses and God can work
through those weaknesses. Suggest how that seems to
have been the case with Paul in today’s lesson.

Guide the Study
♦ Recall the word mystery from the Lesson 5 Word List
as something that is not known or is difficult to explain
or understand. Remark that when Paul talks about “the
trouble in my body,” what that trouble was has been a
mystery to people who study the Bible. From things he
said in his letters, we can guess that he may have had
trouble with his eyes, or maybe had a bad disease that
kept coming back to bother him, pain from his beatings,
fleshly temptations, bad feelings because he had caused
trouble for the Christians before he came to know Jesus
himself, or because of his concern for the people of Israel

♦ Recall verse 8 of the Bible Text that said Paul “asked
the Lord three times” to take away his suffering.
Question the class about how many times we should ask
God to take away our troubles. Direct them to look at
God’s answer in verse 9. Note that how God answered
Paul is a mystery, but that God’s answer to Paul was
“no.” Suggest that you can ask God three-or seven-or ten
times to take away your troubles or suffering. State that
at some point, however, you must come to understand
that God’s answer is “no.” Say: If God doesn’t take
away your troubles or suffering, learn to accept His
“no” answer. Be happy to be weak and have troubles so
you can have Christ’s power in you. Lead the class in a
final prayer, praying for each class member to have
God’s strength in times of weakness and be strong for
the Lord.
♦ Use the border below to create cards or magnets as
before. Encourage students to write their favorite verse
from this study to post or keep in a special place. Give
time for them to share what they wrote and why.

